After lung cancer, breast cancer has been the leading cause of cancer morbidity and mortality among women and has affected up to 200 000 women in the United States each year ( 1 -3 ) . Data from randomized controlled trials suggest that, at least among women participating in research, this critical cancer burden may be reduced though the application of screening ( 4 -8 ) and new therapeutic modalities ( 9 -11 ) . However, it is more diffi cult to evaluate the effectiveness of the introduction and dissemination of mammography and new treatment advances in broader, diverse populations and to understand how these cancer control interventions have actually affected the dynamic trends in breast cancer incidence and mortality over the past 30 years.
After lung cancer, breast cancer has been the leading cause of cancer morbidity and mortality among women and has affected up to 200 000 women in the United States each year ( 1 -3 ) . Data from randomized controlled trials suggest that, at least among women participating in research, this critical cancer burden may be reduced though the application of screening ( 4 -8 ) and new therapeutic modalities ( 9 -11 ) . However, it is more diffi cult to evaluate the effectiveness of the introduction and dissemination of mammography and new treatment advances in broader, diverse populations and to understand how these cancer control interventions have actually affected the dynamic trends in breast cancer incidence and mortality over the past 30 years.
In such situations, modeling can be useful to evaluate the relative contributions of screening and improved treatment to the observed mortality trends over time ( 12 , 13 ) . Models can be used to synthesize information from diverse sources to make inferences about sequences of health events in the target population. Models can also be used to extend the time horizon of observation from that included in research studies ( 14 , 15 ) and test hypotheses that would be unethical or infeasible to test in a clinical trial (e.g., varying compliance rates) ( 16 ) . Models can also be used to inform public-policy decisions. Finally, model assumptions can be tested in sensitivity analysis to understand how changes in population behavior and other model parameters can affect population forecasts of breast cancer trends.
The SPECTRUM project has developed a continuous time stochastic population simulation model to estimate the impact of mammography and evolving treatment paradigms on breast cancer mortality in the United States between 1975 and 2000. This model was developed within the framework of a collaborative group modeling effort funded by the National Cancer Institute known as the Cancer Intervention and Surveillance Modeling Network (CISNET). In this paper, we describe the model structure and data sources used for reporting trends from 1975 to 2000, present a summary of our estimates of the relative impact of screening and treatment advances on the observed mortality, and discuss the context for interpretation of model results.
M ETHODS

Modeling Philosophy
In developing this model, we made the decision to create a model based on the best-quality published data that were relevant to the disease process. As such, we do not estimate parameters. When calibration was necessary (e.g., to match to observed incidence of disease), we chose to make adjustments only to those parameters for which direct observation is not possible (e.g., screening test sensitivity and preclinical sojourn time) and to constrain our values to lie within the range of published estimates.
To maximize comparability with other CISNET models, we also chose to use the " base case " data set provided by the National Cancer Institute to initiate the model (see below). Beyond simple arithmetic transformations, we did not alter these data in our model simulation. Finally, we decided to calibrate the model to observed incidence and stage distributions, rather than mortality rates, since this allowed us to capture unmodeled background trends by comparing the observed and model predicted mortality.
Model Overview
We use an event-driven continuous-time state transition model. Women from different birth cohorts are simulated one at a time, and the times at which relevant events occur are determined by sampling from prespecifi ed time-interval distributions. We simulate 55 million women to obtain reasonably smooth estimates of the mortality curves. Using U.S. Census data, we begin with women born in 1890 to simulate the population distribution of adult women alive in 1975.
The simulation of each woman begins by generating a date of birth and a date of death from causes other than breast cancer. If that date precedes 1975, no further action is taken and no output generated for that woman. The birth cohort -specifi c breast cancer incidence function, one of the model inputs, is then sampled and a date of clinical diagnosis of breast cancer is identifi ed for those women who will develop the disease. A stage at clinical presentation, ER status, and a sojourn time for the lesion are then sampled from the distribution of ER statuses and stages for unscreened women with breast cancer and the sojourn time distribution (which are inputs to the program). From the sojourn time we calculate the earliest date after which a mammogram could result in detection. When the impact of screening is being modeled, a schedule of mammograms is also generated. The life history of the woman is then simulated by " carrying out " these events in chronological order. If a mammogram results in detection before clinical presentation, a stage at screen detection is calculated. Whenever a breast cancer is detected, whether clinically or through screening, treatment is assigned (based on input distributions of treatment choices) and then a date of death from breast cancer is determined based on treatment and age and stage at diagnosis.
The model contains several key components used to capture these events. The demographic component generates a population of simulated women having the age distribution of the female population of the United States in 1975. The breast cancer incidence component randomly selects which simulated women will develop breast cancer, with what estrogen receptor status, and at what time and in what stage, if the cancer presents clinically. The screening impact component governs the performance characteristics of screening, including screening test sensitivity and specifi city. This portion of the model also calculates a stage shift for the tumor (based on sampling from age-specifi c stage distributions among screened women) conditional on the lead time realized by the screening test that detects it. The screening usage component determines when simulated women undergo breast cancer screening on the basis of a model of the observed diffusion through the population between 1975 and 2000. The treatment component is activated whenever a tumor is diagnosed (clinically or by screening) and selects a treatment and a corresponding breast cancer survival time based on Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) data for age, stage, estrogen receptor status, and treatment-specifi c survival. Competing mortality is estimated using actuarial methods. The next sections describe our approach to modeling the natural history of breast cancer and detail each component of the model. Data input parameters and sources for each component are also summarized in Table 1 .
Natural History of Disease
The model makes minimal assumptions about the natural history of breast cancer. All aspects of breast cancer are modeled in terms of stage (SEER historical stages of in situ, local, regional, and distant), estrogen receptor (ER) status (positive or negative), and the age of the woman at diagnosis, and treatment selected. These assumptions imply , in particular, that any effect of screening on survival is the result of stage shift (and, to a lesser extent, age shift in presentation). Screen-detected lesions are assigned the same ER status they would have had if they had presented clinically ( 20 ) .
Projected age-specifi c incidence rates in the absence of screening for each birth cohort from 1890 through 1970 were provided by the National Cancer Institute and include secular trends in incidence for each birth cohort [ see chapter 5 of this monograph ( 17 ) ]. These incidence rates were estimated using an ageperiod -cohort model that is described elsewhere ( 18 ) . These incidence rates are used as the hazard in a survival process, where failure consists of incident breast cancer. The corresponding Annual reduction in odds of death associated with adjuvant treatment
Base case data parameter ( 7 , 8 , 30 ) Mortality from all causes other than breast cancer ( 32 )
* Since incidence is near zero from ages 20 to 25, we do not include a sensitivity range for this age group. DCIS = ductal carcinoma in situ; Tam = tamoxifen; ER = estrogen receptor.
gional stage 5 years later is 0.295. Applying Bayes' theorem, given that the lesion will be regional 5 years later, the probability that the screened stage is DCIS is 0.16 × 0.295/(0.16 × 0.295 + 0.66 × 0.478 + 0.14 × 0.645 + 0.04 × 0.00), or, to three decimal places, 0.104. Similarly, the probabilities that the screened stage is local, regional, or distant are 0.696, 0.199, and 0 respectively. (These do not add up precisely to 1.0 because of rounding.) This stage distribution is then randomly sampled to identify the stage at which this woman's screen-detected lesion actually presents. One implication of the lead time is that a woman who is screen detected several years earlier than she would have presented clinically may end up getting less intensive treatment because the more intensive treatment, such as multidrug chemotherapy regimens, was not yet in suffi ciently widespread use. Such a woman could actually end up with a worse prognosis as a result of screening, because she got her diagnosis in an earlier era when chemotherapy was not being widely used. Although such events do occur in our model, they occur with a low frequency and probably do not have a substantial impact on the results.
We model the incidence of only fi rst breast cancers. Accordingly, the correct denominator for an incidence rate should be the number of women alive who have never had breast cancer. However, in compliance with the procedures adopted by the CISNET collaboration for calculating incidence rates, we actually use the count of all women alive for this denominator. This approach results in a slight underestimate of the incidence rates. The extent of this underestimate increases with a woman's age, refl ecting both the rising rates of breast cancer and the falling surviving population denominator, and tends to increase over time among those over age 50. However, the underestimate of incidence never exceeds 1% for women under age 50 and reaches only 5.4% for women aged 75 -79 after 1994.
The preclinical sojourn time is one of the " tunable " parameters of our model. That is, unlike, for example, incidence rates that are directly observable and for which excellent data exist, the sojourn time is a latent variable and can be estimated only by fi tting models to population screening programs. Thus, we varied our estimate within the range of published estimates to generate simulated incidence and stage distribution in screened women that best corresponded to observed incidence.
Our original values for sensitivity and sojourn time were in the center of the range of published estimates. Because our output resulted in undergeneration of early-stage disease, we revised our values for both of these parameters upward. This was done by partitioning the intervals between our initial values and the highest published estimates in thirds and trying all nine combinations. This calibration was performed using a few simulations (5 million women per run). The resulting output was compared to the observed incidence and stage distribution. The combination of values that came closest (by chi-square statistic) to reproducing the observed distribution was retained and used for all later runs. This combination, however, still fell far short of producing the observed number of DCIS lesions.
Demographic Component of the Model
Each birth year is selected in our model with a frequency proportional to its prevalence among the U.S. female population in 1975 and inversely proportional to the probability of survival to 1975 ( 25 ) . This method ensures that the 1975 age distribution we simulate matches that of the given 1975 U.S. survival function is sampled for each woman, given her year of birth, to determine when she will develop clinical breast cancer. Because the survival function does not go to zero, or even near zero, most women will never develop breast cancer.
For those women for whom a date of incident clinical breast cancer is ascertained, a preclinical sojourn time is also simulated. Sojourn times are assumed to be exponentially distributed, with an age-dependent mean, based on published data ( 21 -24 ) . The appropriate distribution is sampled to determine the preclinical sojourn time. The screening module then determines the actual date of preclinical incidence (if it occurs).
We assume that the dwell time in each stage is exponentially distributed, with mean stage dwell times as input to the program. Because few breast cancer lesions are left untreated for long, direct observation of dwell time in any clinical stage is not feasible. There is not widespread agreement on the best means of estimating these parameters. We estimated mean dwell times in the stages as the reciprocals of the annual rates of transition from each stage to the next (e.g., from local to regional disease or from regional to distant). These transition rates were themselves estimated using screened and unscreened stage distribution data from randomized controlled trials of breast cancer screening ( 4 , 5 , 27 , 33 -36 ) , and fi tting the transition probabilities of an underlying Markov stage transition process to that data, incorporating the studies' estimated lead times.
When a tumor is diagnosed by screening, a stage at screen detection is simulated as follows. First, the lead time is calculated by subtracting the screening date from the date at which the tumor was scheduled to present clinically. The marginal distribution of stages of screen-detected tumors is taken from the observed distribution of age-specifi c stages among tumors reported to SEER during the most recent period when screening was widespread (1995 -1999) ( 19 ) . Among women who were reported as " stage unknown, " we reassigned 50% as regional and 50% as distant stage on the basis of survival.
Because we have assumed that the dwell time in each stage follows an exponential distribution, standard formulas ( 37 ) can be used to calculate the probability that a tumor in any given stage at the time of screening would, during the calculated lead time, make the number of stage transitions that places it in the simulated stage at clinical diagnosis. Bayes' theorem is then applied to calculate the distribution of stage at screening conditional on the stage at clinical presentation and the lead time. This distribution is then sampled to identify the simulated stage at screen detection as a model input.
For example, suppose that a simulated woman who would have presented clinically with regional disease at age 68 is detected through screening 5 years earlier. For all women with lesions that are screen detected at age 63 (irrespective of lead time or subsequent stage), the stage probabilities for ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS), local, regional, and distant disease are 0.16, 0.66, 0.14, and 0.04, respectively. We also know that her lesion would have been in the regional stage 5 years later but for the screening that detected it earlier. The probability that a distant lesion at age 63 would be regional 5 years later is 0, as regression is disallowed in our model. From our assumed stage dwell time distributions, we calculate that the probability that a regional lesion would remain regional 5 years later is approximately 0.645 ( 37 ) . (The remaining 35.5% of such lesions would progress to distant.) The probability that a local lesion would advance to regional (but no further) over 5 years is 0.478. And the probability that a DCIS lesion would be in the re- 
Screening Utilization Component of the Model
We use existing data from a model of screening use over time to refl ect the dissemination of mammography in the U.S. population [ see chapter 5 ( 17 ) ]. These data were based on fi tting parametric frailty models to national screening data. However, these data covered only patterns occurring for women born between 1891 and 1970. Women born in 1890 were assumed to obtain screening at the same ages as women born in 1891.
Screening Impact Component of the Model
Each screening event (i.e., obtaining a mammography in a given year or not) is simulated by drawing a random number from a uniform distribution between zero and one. If screening occurs, the test sensitivity and specifi city and the presence or absence of a tumor during its preclinical sojourn time are used to generate a test result (true positive, false positive, true negative, or false negative). True-positive test results trigger a diagnosis of breast cancer and calculation of the stage at presentation (and assignment of an ER status). We assume that screen-detected and clinically detected interval cancers (false negatives and clinically detected in the absence of screening) have similar tumor characteristics (i.e., distribution of ER) and that conditional on age and stage at diagnosis, ER status, and treatment, they have the same survival functions. To the extent that screendetected tumors are less virulent than interval cases, then mortality reductions associated with screening may be slightly overestimated.
The sensitivity of mammography is the other tunable parameter in our model. In our program, sensitivity is a ratio, with the numerator consisting of positive test results among those with a tumor, and the denominator consisting of those with a tumor. In our model, " with a tumor " is implemented as " occurring during the preclinical sojourn time of a lesion. " " With a tumor " therefore is an abstract, unobservable construct whose value cannot be directly measured but can be estimated by fi tting statistical models to the data from large screening programs. As a starting point, we relied on published age-specifi c estimates of sensitivity from different points in time ( 26 -29 ) . We assume that sensitivity is greatest for the fi rst screen and then decreases over time with repeated screenings, but we do not vary the sensitivity according to tumor size or tumor growth over the preclinical sojourn time. Sensitivity is assumed to be age dependent for the fi rst screening but age independent thereafter. We made this choice because there were good data on test performance as a function of age for fi rst screening examinations, but fewer data on the results for later screens over time by age. We also model test sensitivity as a constant over the period of simulation. Although test performance is likely to have improved between 1975 and 2000, there was enough variability in published estimates from large screening trials by period ( 26 -29 ) that no reasonable time-dependent curve could be fi tted to the observed data.
Treatment and Survival Component
Adjuvant treatments gradually disseminated into practice after 1975. We used data from Mariotto and colleagues to estimate the dissemination of nonhormonal chemotherapy and tamoxifen (see chapter 2) ( 30 , 38 Data from 1975 were used to estimate survival in the absence of adjuvant treatment with multiagent chemotherapy or tamoxifen [ see chapter 5 ( 17 ) ]. Women receiving tamoxifen or chemotherapy were assigned a survival time on the basis of a modifi cation of the 1975 survival curve using data from large meta-analyses ( see chapter 2) ( 7 , 8 , 30 ) . For each therapy, the survival function for the base 1975 data is adjusted using the annual reduction in the odds of death associated with each modality. We then sample from the modifi ed survival function to project survival given each therapy; the survival function is the same regardless of mode of detection. Only women with ER-positive tumors are assumed to have survival benefi ts associated with tamoxifen.
Because survival is calculated conditional on age at diagnosis, stage at diagnosis, ER status, and treatment, stage shifts can result in improved prognosis. We calculate survival from the date of clinical presentation, even if the lesion was screen detected. As a consequence, death from breast cancer cannot occur during the lead time. Death from other causes, however, can occur in the lead time. We do not present quality-adjusted survival, as the base model was designed to estimate the potential impact of screening and treatment on observed incidence and mortality in the period of interest.
Competing Mortality Component
Death from causes other than breast cancer was estimated using birth cohort -specifi c annual mortality data [ see chapter 3 ( 32 ) ].
Model Validation
We used several approaches to assess the internal reliability of the model and the validity of the results. For example, during programming, as each model component was coded, the code was tested to verify that key inputs were reproducible as outputs. For example, when the demographics module was programmed, the program was run, outputting the distribution of ages in 1975. This output was then compared to the known distribution of ages of U.S. women in 1975 to verify an adequate match. When the incidence of breast cancer was set to an arbitrary fi xed constant, we verifi ed that the output incidence followed suit. In runs where screening was not modeled, the simulated outputs of incidence and stage distribution of cancers in the absence of screening by birth cohort and age-matched these inputs. We also verifi ed that the results with screening turned off were identical those obtained when the sensitivity of screening was set to zero. A range of similar scenarios was explored, and all produced the expected results.
Except for DCIS, our model with screening produced a reasonable approximation the observed distribution of stages of cancer (see " Results " below). The overall age-adjusted incidence of breast cancer over time also tracked the observed curve, except for a systematic underestimate corresponding to DCIS. Also, the average lead times were reasonable, ranging from 0.2 to 4.7 years depending upon year and age group, with the expected increases with age and over calendar time.
Role of the Funding Source
The National Cancer Institute provided data, technical assistance, and guidance on the interpretation of the results of this simulation under a cooperative agreement. The model and model results are the sole responsibility of the investigators.
R ESULTS
Stage Distribution
The model projections of stage distributions of invasive tumors diagnosed at the end of the period of the simulation closely approximate those reported to SEER in the same period. However, the model underestimates rates of DCIS ( Fig. 1 ) .
Impact of Screening and Treatment on Mortality Trends
With the diffusion of breast cancer screening, our model estimates a 12.4% reduction in age-adjusted mortality by the year 2000, assuming no changes in therapy from that practiced in 1975. In the absence of screening, use of tamoxifen and nonhormonal chemotherapy separately, or in combination, also reduces mortality. For instance, if both modalities are used, together they account for a 14.6% mortality reduction. Overall, actual screening and treatment patterns together appear to have reduced underlying mortality rates by 24.9% by the year 2000.
Sensitivity Analyses
As noted above, we adjusted mammography sensitivity estimates by using values within the range of previously reported values for each period, along with our mean preclinical sojourn time, to attempt to reach results that corresponded to an appropriate overall incidence and stage distribution of screened cancers in each period. In this process we found that no combination of sensitivity and sojourn time within the published bounds could achieve the high incidence levels observed in the middle and late 1990s. Although observed incidence continued to rise during that period, particularly DCIS, our highest achievable incidence rates were nearly fl at during that same period. Our best output also substantially underestimated the incidence of DCIS during the 1990s. In fact, the discrepancy between our best outputs and the observed data is due almost entirely to undergenerating cases of DCIS.
To further explore this matter, we tested values beyond the bounds of published estimates. Even with a mammography sensitivity of 100% at all ages, and with preclinical sojourn times extending to 12 years on average, the model-predicted incidence rates continue to fall short of the observed trend, remaining almost fl at during the 1990s and still undergenerating DCIS. If, as is widely suspected, many DCIS lesions never progress or surface clinically, our approach, which only generates screendetected lesions as the precursors of later clinical disease, is inherently incapable of generating all screen-detected DCIS. We take our inability to fi nd any point in parameter space that leads to the observed incidence of DCIS as indirect evidence supporting the view that a substantial fraction of screen-detected DCIS represents overdiagnosis. Thus, our fi nal model uses the sensitivity values and sojourn times depicted in Table 1 .
D ISCUSSION
The dynamic trends in breast cancer incidence and mortality are likely to be the result of the interaction of several complex phenomena, including evolution of mammography screening, access to screening ( 42 -44 ) , rates of diffusion of therapeutic advances, adequacy of treatment services available to different groups of women ( 45 -48 ) , trends in life expectancy ( 49 ) , cohort trends in risk factors, and tumor biology ( 50 -53 ) .
This model was developed within a framework of a collaborative group to estimate the relative contributions of screening, advances in therapy, and " other " factors on the observed declines in mortality over the past two and a half decades. Having several groups with different modeling philosophies and approaches estimate the same endpoints by using a common set of data provides an unprecedented opportunity to validate and cross-replicate data generated from simulation modeling. The resulting conclusions should be robust and have greater credibility than the inferences based on one model alone.
Our model was developed to be as transparent as possible, with a minimum of data manipulation. This model, and ones like it, can be used for policy decisions about investments in the " war on cancer. " For instance, if it were estimated that most mortality declines seen over the past several decades were due to improvements in treatment, and not screening, then policy makers and insurers might consider enhancing access to comprehensive cancer care, expanding practice guidelines, and conducting large educational programs for consumers. Alternatively, if most of the benefi t were attributed to screening, more investments in reaching women not yet participating would be warranted. If both screening and treatment contribute about equally to reducing morbidity and mortality, then decisions about priorities for interventions to meet targeted mortality reductions will depend more on preferences and relative costs of different cancer control approaches. (19, 41) . DCIS = ductal carcinoma in situ.
There are several issues that should be considered in evaluating our modeling approach and how our approach differs from those of others in the collaborative project. We make minimal explicit assumptions about the natural history of disease. The only biological characteristic that is included in our model is ER status. Unfortunately, many of the processes that occur in breast carcinogenesis are unobservable (i.e., preclinical detectable time) and must be inferred. Other factors, such as prognostic biomarkers, have yet to be suffi ciently characterized and recorded for use in population models.
Given our approach to the disease process, screening can decrease mortality in our model only by accurately detecting disease within the preclinical detectable phase and producing a shift from one full summary stage to another (e.g., distant to regional, or regional to local and, to a lesser extent, age shift). We assume that within a given stage at diagnosis, screen and clinically detected cancers have the same survival. However, it is possible that within a given stage, screening detects smaller tumors than those diagnosed clinically, and on the basis of size alone, screendetected tumors could have a better prognosis than the average stage-specifi c survival rate. To the extent that this assertion is true, our model would underestimate screening benefi ts relative to models that use tumor size and growth. Conversely, since slow-growing screen-detected tumors may have a better prognosis than faster-growing clinically surfacing lesions, even in the absence of screening (length bias) (see below), our assumption of comparable survival for screen and clinically diagnosed disease could overestimate the benefi ts of screening on mortality. Also, since our model underestimates cases of small preinvasive tumors (DCIS), we may not fully capture any decreases in mortality due to screen detection and treatment of DCIS cases that are destined to progress to invasive cancer.
Thus, it is diffi cult to know, on balance, if we are over-or underestimating the " true " unobservable benefi ts of screening, compared with models that use tumor -node -metastasis staging and tumor growth. However, models that incorporate biologic processes, such as tumor size as the main determinant of prognosis, may fail if the biological assumptions about tumor growth are not correct. By restricting ourselves to observable epiphenomena, our model gains robustness. As the science evolves, our model can be recalibrated to provide more refi ned estimates of outcome.
Screening benefi ts must also be disentangled from lead time and length bias. Whereas lead time is unobservable in real life, in the simulation both the date of diagnosis and screening and the date that the tumor would have arisen clinically are known. Thus, lead time is an output of our model, arising from the interaction of the screening schedule and the sojourn time. The model captures length bias in the preclinical sojourn time. However, we do not account for length bias in survival once a cancer is detected, since we assume that dwell time in any given stage is equal for screened and clinically detected tumors. Although it is common sense to assume that tumors with longer sojourn times also progress more slowly through their clinical stages (i.e., have longer dwell times), we are unaware of any evidence to support or refute this assumption. Without compelling evidence to the contrary, we chose to treat dwell times as independent of sojourn time because it greatly simplifi es the calculation of stage shift. As noted above, to the extent that we have not fully captured length bias, we will overestimate the effects of screening on mortality reductions.
Any decreases in mortality that have been achieved through screening have been achieved at the expense of some increase in incidence of in situ disease ( 54 ) . In our model, we treat DCIS as a cancer state like all the others and assume that all disease passes through an in situ phase before becoming invasive. In theory, all DCIS cases could evolve into invasive cancer. That is, we do not explicitly assume that subpopulations of DCIS are nonprogressive. As noted in the results, our simulated incidence rates beyond 1990 are lower than observed by an amount that is accounted for almost entirely by a shortfall in cases of DCIS. We conclude that this discrepancy springs from the age -period -cohort model used to represent incidence in the absence of screening. In that model, age-adjusted breast cancer incidence rates (which represent extrapolation of trends that existed before 1980) show little increase during the 1990s. When screening is introduced into the population, the apparent rise in breast cancer incidence represents a forward shift in the time of diagnosis of cancers. Such a rise should be sustained only for a period approximating the mean sojourn time -thereafter the observed incidence should return to its prescreening level, unless there is an ongoing increase in the actual incidence of disease. Thus, it appears that during the 1990s, breast cancer incidence was subject to forces that are not mere extrapolations of what occurred before 1980. Rather, some additional increase in the incidence of breast cancer, especially DCIS, was taking place. Screening alone, even under the most aggressive assumptions, cannot explain the continuing rise in the observed incidence during the 1990s. Our model was not designed to explain what this increase might be due to, though many scenarios such as dietary changes, increased obesity, delayed childbearing, or overdiagnosis can be imagined. Our model does suggest that the increase seems to be almost entirely in cases of DCIS.
There is an alternative explanation for this phenomenon. It is possible that the incidence of DCIS has always been increasing just as in the 1990s but that prior to the advent of screening many of these lesions were not detected. This explanation would imply that this population of tumors often does not progress beyond the DCIS stage and remains, in general, too small to be found on physical examination or with older mammography techniques. This will be an important area for more research; a better understanding of the " true " nature of DCIS will be critical to simulations of future trends. Next, the model was developed to estimate overall population trends and does not capture differences in outcomes among certain subgroups of the U.S. population. For instance, whereas mortality rates have declined overall, death rates have failed to decline to the same extent in older, compared with younger, women, and in black women compared with white women ( 55 , 56 ) . In fact, mortality had actually increased among black women 65 and older between 1985 and 1995 ( 57 ) . At present, our model cannot capture these types of differential trends. We also do not consider population immigration or emigration. Since the demographic profi le of the United States is rapidly evolving, with minority groups such as Latinos expected to account for close to half of the population by 2030 ( 58 ) , breast cancer risk and access to care may produce different results from those expected based on the current population structure. Another demographic force that may impact future results is the " graying of America " ( 59 ) . By 2030, one in fi ve women will be 65 years or older. This group carries more than half of the breast cancer burden and is expected to account for a large absolute number of cases into the future. We have assumed that screening is somewhat less useful in older women and that breast cancer is a more " benign " disease in this age group than in younger women ( 60 ) . However, there is a paucity of data on the true natural history of disease in older hosts. Overall, incorporating demographic forces into future modeling efforts will be important for using this type of model to guide and measure progress in reducing age-, race-, and ethnicity-related disparities in breast cancer outcomes. Also, our results do not account specifi cally for secular trends in risk factors, such as obesity ( 61 ) , use of hormone replacement therapy ( 62 ) , or prescription of tamoxifen for primary disease prevention ( 63 ) . Likewise, our model focuses on the period from 1975 to 2000, the period for which our input data are best calibrated. Future trends may differ as a result of treatment advances, improvements in early detection technology, and/or changes in risk factor prevalence.
Despite these caveats, our model methodology appears robust. The net outcomes of the multitude of forces affecting breast cancer risk and course will ultimately be determined by how populations behave in response to health information, how technology diffuses into practice, and the adherence of women and their physicians to cancer control guidelines.
